Support in Honduras shifts to new region
By Gabriel Newman, WNC director
World Neighbours Canada is pleased to report that we
have started two new projects with Vecinos Honduras.
Starting immediately and running until June of 2023, the
projects are diverse in location and objective. Both projects

the entrepreneurs and local micro credit groups that had

communities that are not covered by other funders.

occurred over the years, many people, especially youth,
created small businesses and collectives. Small local credit
unions were created as well to help fund these ventures.
Now that Vecinos Honduras is leaving, they want to ensure

which includes the communities outside of the city of

funds, administration, and legal documents. This training

decade. This region was also part of the previous Global

members and individual entrepreneurs. The project is
expected to be completed by June 2023.

to 2020. Vecinos Honduras is in the process of wrapping
up their projects in that region. One last outstanding

Neighbours Canada but not Vecinos Honduras, which has
been in the region for over 7 years supported by another
schools that were not part of the earlier initiative. The

educational campaign about healthy water, and designing,
repairing, and building proper infrastructure, including
June 2023.
We are grateful that Vecinos Honduras has recovered
communities.

Water is a scarce resource in the Dry Corridor

Small sheep and supportive husbands: Key learnings from FIT project
by Rebeka Lompo, APDC project coordinator
A sharing session was held to assess what partici-
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Rebeka Lompo (left) chatting with one of the innovators about her
experience in sheep fattening.

Responding to community needs for water in Nepal
By Dr. Gordon Carnes,
Nepal Country Coordinator
In the attached photo, representatives of Tamakoshi Sewa Samiti
(TSS, our partner organization
in Nepal) consult with community members of Maidane Khola
about a proposed water system.
Maidane Khola was just one of
many communities in the Ramechhap district that approached
TSS for assistance in developing
a water system. With climate
change and traditional water
sources often drying up, women
are often forced to carry water
for even longer distances. The
demand for water systems is
always greater than the resources available. A selection process
is undertaken to try and reach
available funds. Once a location
is selected, discussions are held
with the community and a water
users committee is formed.
This preliminary work is vital
to the project’s implementation.
TSS provides the design, materials, and technical expertise, but
the community has to commit to
supplying the labour and local
material such as gravel and rock.

It is their water system and the
sense of the community working
together and taking ownership has
to be present right from the start.
Under the supervision of the techgravity fed water system of 2021
was successfully constructed in
the village of Kasten Khola. It
involved trenching close to 6000
meters of pipe, construction of an
intake, reservoir, and 14 standpipes that serviced 65 households
in the community of 330 people.
The ongoing maintenance will
be minimal, but the village water

users committee collects a small
fee from the users to ensure its
continued functioning.
This was the last of 14 water systems that were completed with the
Maternal and Child Health Initiative grant from Global Affairs
Canada in partnership with World
Neighbours Canada from 2016 to
2021. A total of 657 families with
a population of 3,795 people were
tems installed. On their behalf, we
thank World Neighbours Canada
donors and Global Affairs Canada
for the support.

Consulting with community members about a proposed water system
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